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Preparing students
for futures in Australian
Primary Industries

An initiative of the Department of Primary Industries and Regional Development,
the Department of Training and Workforce Development
and the Department of Education

What is PRIMED?
The PRIMED project is your unique opportunity to partner with government to
reach thousands of secondary students in the Western Australian education
system and attract them to be key contributors to a vibrant primary industries
sector across the agriculture, fisheries, fibre, forestry and food industries.
The future looks bright for Australian
primary industries and a sustainable and
capable workforce is required to realise its
potential.
Attracting highly skilled, innovative and
motivated young people is essential for
long-term success and will allow primary
industries to keep pace with changing
production environments and consumer
preferences.
The primary industries sector is unique in
that it offers diverse, modern career paths
across every skillset and interest. Despite
this array of opportunity, perceptions and
stereotypes of a narrow range of traditional
roles prevail.
Unprecedented employment demand,
particularly in professional roles, means
we need to work together to encourage
more young people to engage with our
sector. There is no better time to make
an impact.
With the sector rapidly evolving against a
backdrop of environmental, economic and
social challenges, a multi-dimensional,
collaborative and strategic approach is
critical.

The PRIMED project will target:
u Year 7-12 students
u Year 7-12 educators
u career influencers e.g. advisors, parents
u leadership teams in secondary schools

“

A new approach and a long-term
solution
PRIMED is a truly collaborative project,
shaped with expertise from across
three Western Australian government
departments but delivered in partnership
with the primary industries sector.
The innovative design of the PRIMED
project ensures that strategies to engage
students are delivered efficiently with
maximum impact realigning perceptions of
the sector to resonate with young people.
The PRIMED project needs your support to
succeed.
The combined expertise in this crossgovernment department model is our key
point of difference as it brings:
u a future-focused, united,
whole-of-sector approach
u clear links to further education
and training pathways with
better exposure to the sector
u streamlined access to a large
audience of educators and students
u a secondary school focus
u support for the increased
demand in primary industries
experiences and stronger industry
engagement in education
u integration of primary industries
context into core curriculum delivery
u accurate, current and studentcentred messaging
u alignment of industry and WA
government priorities.
… Providing a genuine way for
industry to engage with students.

Industry collaboration and participation is critical to ensure the program
is delivered according to the needs of the primary industries sector

”

How can your business help students become PRIMED for the future?

Get invested in PRIMED
Why invest in PRIMED?
The Western Australian government is
investing $5 million over five years and
is now securing industry partners to help
drive this innovative project.
As a PRIMED industry partner, you will
be at the forefront of driving change in the
perceptions of primary industries and the
diverse career options on offer.
The Western Australian government
recognises the importance of the PRIMED
project in rejuvenating the state’s primary
industries. It is vital to have industry input
to align project focus to future skill sets and
job opportunities in the primary industries
sector.
Commitment to the PRIMED project sends
a message to your clients, stakeholders
and the wider community that the primary
industries and its future workforce is worthy
of investment.

PRIMED investment
packages

PRIMED is seeking combined industry
investment of $1 million per annum over
5 years to match government investment.
Investor packages can be customised to
your level of investment.
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The benefits to you of
being PRIMED
align your business to an innovative, whole-ofsector, national pilot project
influence future workforce capacity for your
industry
brand name recognition in marketing material
and publications
logo placement on relevant marketing material,
publications, presentations and digital platforms
recognition of investment at events
membership of PRIMED
Industry Impact Reference Group
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invitations to attend PRIMED events
input into strategies that address industry
needs, trends and workforce skills gaps
align core education curriculum resources
specific to your industry needs
your organisation’s employment opportunities
promoted to students
biannual face-to-face briefings on PRIMED
achievements
bespoke partner investment package
negotiated

Start the conversation
For more information:
To take advantage of your PRIMED opportunity,
contact Project Manager Nikki Poulish for a confidential conversation.
By telephone: +61 (0)8 9892 8415
By email: Nikki.Poulish@dpird.wa.gov.au
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